ECL Academy : A Career Focussed Actuarial Coaching Institute

ECL Academy, started by Educareer Learnings Pvt Ltd, an IIM alumnus company has launched their website. A highly career focussed website, with great quality of content on various aspects of the actuarial profession & jobs.

June 17, 2009 - PRLog -- ECL Academy, started by Educareer Learnings Pvt Ltd, an IIM alumnus company has launched their website: http://eclonline.in. A highly career focussed website, with great quality of content on various aspects of the actuarial profession & jobs. A highly loaded page for students covering questions as what do actuaries do, why is actuarial considered a good profession, what does it take to become an actuary, areas of employment, detailed information on Institute of Actuaries of India, its membership, course content and exams. But the highlight is the “Job Info” section with extensive knowledge on the Indian and global industry, tips for building resumes and for interviews and also links to some of the best actuarial job providers. This is not all, they plan forward for many more interesting features that will help the students to move ahead and plan their careers.

ECL Academy is the institute with excellent faculty, with huge amount of experience behind them from different related fields to give the students the best of all worlds. Excellent infrastructure provides the academy the opportunity to allow students to choose convenient timings, and days for coaching. Other prominent features include demo classes, excellent placements cell, quality teacher student interaction, etc. They are starting their batches from Saturday, 4th July, 2009 for preparing students taking October 2009 exams. Enrollment for these are currently going on. So go give it a try!!

###

A career focussed approach to actuarial coaching. This is our motto, we wish to provide not only effective coaching to clear the papers but also provide a highly needed career information, counselling and assistance needed to get a job and enjoy it.
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